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Dex weapons dark souls 3

Dexterity is a state in Dark Souls 3. is an attribute for handling advanced weapons. It also reduces the spell time and damage from falling. Attribute required to handle advanced weapons. It also improves the strength of the attack, reduces the spell time and reduces the damage taken when falling. Dexterity's effects attack damage on the dot has a soft cap
gradually at 40, a hard cap above 59, and stops at 99. It also reduces the spell time and damage from falling. The casting speed cap is at 50 dexterity. Defending does not scale with Direct Dexterity, but rather with the general level of the soul; defense gains are not affected by the starting class. Twinblades are bold for reference. Data and Player Notes
Dexterity Required Weapon 0 Dark Hand, Storm Ruler, Butcher Knife, Club, Crucifix of the Mad King, Demon's Greatales, Dragon Tooth, Dragonslayer Greatales, Earth Seeker, Follower Torch, Gargoyle Flame Hammer, Great Club, Great Mace, Great Wooden Hammer, Large Club, Ledo's Great Hammer, Morne's Great Hammer, Old King's Great Hammer,
Quakestone Hammer, Harm Armed, Scholar's Candlestick, Smough's Great Hammer , Torch, Vordt's Great Hammer, Giant Door Shield 7 Mace 8 Caestus, Greataxe, Thrall Axe, Battle Axe, Demon's Fist, Eleonora, Brigand Axe, Hand axe, Broken Straight Sword, Handdid's Dagger, Rotten Ghru Dagger, Light Crossbow, Heavy Crossbow, Knight's Crossbow,
Arbalest 9 Pickaxe, Dagger, Morning Star 10 Shortsword, Broadsword, Longsword, Astora Straight Sword, Bastard Sword, Firelink Greatsword, Profaned Greatword, Heysel Pick , Lorian's Greatwords, Yhorm's Greatsete , Smoke Ultra Greatsword, Greatsword, Golden Ritual Sear, Millwood Battle Axe, Anri's Straight Sword, Harpe, Great Machete, Warpick,
Sfear 11 Zweihander, Four-Pronged Plug, Moonlight Greatsword, Barbed Straight Sword, Glaive, Murky Hand Scythe 12 Estoc, Partizan, Halferid, Bandit's Knife, Winged Knight Twinaxes, Cleric's Candlestick, Onyx Blade, Sunlight Straight Sword, Valuable, Iron Glue, Rotten Ghru Spear, Rapier, , Breaker, Composite Bow, Short Bow, Millwood Greatbow,
Spiked Shield, Javelin Adept, Rose of Ariandel 13 Claymore, Greatsword executioner, Holy Sword of Wolnir, Lucerne, Man Serpent Hatchet, Rotten Ghru Curved Sword, Blacksmith Hammer, Snimitar, Falchion, Spiked Mace, Gael's Greatsword 14 Aquamarine Dagger, Longbow, Flamberge, Pike, Claw, Red Hilted Halbeard, Chaos Blade, Irityll Straight
Sword, Shotel, Whip, Tailbone Short Sword, Paring, Avelyning, Avelyn , Twin Princes ' Greatsword, GreatS , Dragonslayer's Axe, Yorshka's Sear, Follower Sabre, Lothric War Banner 15 Dark Sword, Winged Sear, Tailbone Spearl, Greatsword of Judgement, Gundyr's Halfered, Dragonrider Bow, Ringed Knight Pair Greatwords, Ringed Knight StraightWord
16 Demon's Demon's, Drakeblood, Scarblood Sellsword Twinblades, Uchigatana, Lothric Knights, Knights, Exile Greatsword, Winged Knight Halbered, Crescent Moon Sword, Irithyll Rapier, Drang Hammers, Corvian Greatknife, Sniper Crossbow, Darkmoon Longbow, Friede's Great Scythe, Crow Quills, Splitleaf Greatsword 17 Moreion Blade, Witch's Locks,
Ringed Knight Source 18 Great Corvian Scythe, Warden Twinblades, Carthus Curved Sword, Wolf Knight's Greatsword, Crystal Sage's Rapier, Immmolation Tinder, Astora Greatwords, Gotthard Twinwords, Black Blade, Harald Curved Greatword, Hollowslayer Greatwords , Black Knight Greatataxes, Manikin Claws, Black Knight Sword, Black Knight Glaive,
Murakumo, Sovereign Pontiff Knight Curved Sword, Lothric's Holy Sword, Brigand Twindaggers, Lothric Knight Sword, Black Bow of Pharis, Gargoyle Flame Sear, Black Knight Greatsword 19 Painting Guardian's Curved Sword, Carthus Shotel, Notched Whip, Pontif Knight Great Scythe, Arstor's Sear, Crow Talons 20 Dancer's Enchanted Swords, Washing
Pole, rd's Rapier , Dragons Spearl , Farron Greatsword, Drang Twinspears, Lothric Knight Long Sear, Storm Curved Sword, Spotted Whip, Dragonslayer Greatbow, Repet Crossbow, White Birch Bow 22 Dragonslayer Swordswear, Carthus Curved Greatsword 24 Bloodlust, Onislayer Greatbow 25 Onipiri and Ubadachi, Old Wolf Sword Curved 28 Darkdrift 40
Frayed * Blade Weapons are not listed have 0 Dex Requirement. Dark Souls 3 is a game about overcoming difficult encounters. This game has some of the heaviest bosses and enemies in the franchise, which means you'll need everything you can get to beat this game and its brutal DLC content. With that said, few enemies in PvE can match the skill of
some players you will face in Arenas or invasions. Build help mitigate this, focusing on certain attributes and tools to make fighting tough bosses and players easier. Dexterity builds are not used as often as previous games, but are still a solid choice. Their weapons focus mainly on quick attacks and counterattacks after they appear an adversary. Here are
the 10 best Dexterity weapons in Dark Souls 3. 10 Pole Washing Pole Washing gives Greatwords a run for their money with how massive this weapon is. The range on this Katana is unmatched in its archetype, and its scaling with Dexterity is quite impressive. An A scale can be expected with a +10 +10 wash pole with Sharp infusion. It has an average
moveset that can catch players running, and its damage production is the third best in its weapons class. It is a good weapon that can be purchased at the beginning of the game by transforming the eastern ash to Slidar Handaid and buying the washing pole for 7,500 souls. 9 Old Wolf Curved Sword A Greatsword dexter sounds oxymoronic, but that is
exactly what Old Wolf Curved Sword is. With a B rating in Dexterity when upgraded, Greatsword packs a punch with a pure Dex build. Many weapons beat the Old Wolf Curved Sword when it comes to scaling, but the strength of this weapon is moveset. moveset. and intuitive swings allow to break off hordes of enemies or easily catch invaders rolling. Better
yet, moving this weapon is one of the best of the game, which allows you to imitate Sif's graceful attacks from the first Dark Souls. 8 Warden Twinblades Twinblades are one of the deadliest weapon archetypes in Dark Souls 3 thanks to their quick moveset. A few quick shots from these weapons can kill any common player or enemy. Warden Twinblades are
one of the least used Twinblades because of their poorer scaling and damage. With that said, Warden Twinblades come with innate blood to make massive pieces of damage after consecutive strikes. Infusion with Sharp may make these have an A rating in Dex, but it is usually better to make these Hollow and use Carthus Rouge for some serious bleeding
damage on strike. 7 Black Blade Size is not Black Blade's forte, with the shortest Katana range in Dark Souls 3. It doesn't make up for this with its great basic damage and scaling potential. With a Sharp infusion, Black Blade has an A scaling in Dex and a whopping 225 basic physical damage. With enough dexterity, a player can do 800 damage with his R1
combo, which can catch enemies in the middle of the roller. It is somewhat devoid of PvE content because of its short range, but do not underestimate this weapon in PvP encounters. It can close invaders after a parry art weapon or a few quick slashes. 6 Astora Greatsword Ultra Greatwords are some of the heaviest weapons in Dark Souls 3, requiring a
large amount of power to exercise. But not Astora Greatsword. This weapon weighs 13 units and requires 16 power and 18 dexterity to use. As the easiest Ultra Greatsword in the game, it is also the best Dexterity Ultra Greatsword. With a fantastic S in Dex at +10 Sharp, Astora Greatsword earns +2 damage for every point in Dex. This weapon also
thoroughly scans with basic infusions due to its low-handle requirements. There are better movesets for PvP Greatwords, but few can antenna out as much damage on the swing as Astora Greatsword. 5 Farron Greatsword Like Astora Greatsword, Farron Greatsword is one of the only Ultra Greatwords that baths well with Dexterity. With a Sharp infusion, this
weapon comes with an A scaling in Dex. More strange still, this weapon comes with a small dagger when two hands to allow parries. Counterattacks on this weapon are devastating, capable of instantly killing opponents when used with the Hornet Ring. Attacks with this weapon are solid, including general checks and vertical oblique blows. If you want to use
a Dexterity-Heavy Ultra Greatsword build, it's hard to beat Farron Greatsword. Black Knight Glaive Black Knight weapons are some of the most powerful weapons in the Dark Souls series. These weapons deal with incredible amounts of damage, but require great power to exercise. While this is it is true with Black Knight Glaive, it fits dexterity-heavy
characters pretty well. Its attacks lend themselves to mid-range combos to catch running players or aggressive PvE enemies. Its heavy can be chained with a light attack and another heavy for guaranteed damage in PvP. This weapon is even great in PvE thanks to the Black Knight series having a hidden bonus of 20% damage to demons, making this
weapon adept at killing most of DS3's bosses. 3 Chaos Blade Fan-favourite and infamous Katana from previous games Dark Souls is again and with a serious bite. No katana can match the damage from Chaos Blade, but this damage has a cost. Every shot from Chaos Blade damages you for a small percentage of your health, In turn, this weapon handles
innate bleeding damage, has a S scaling in Dexterity, and can parry players easily thanks to its gun art. While a solid choice in PvE, this weapon is downright frustrating to face in PvP with any bleeding or Dex-heavy builds. 2 Sellsword Twinblades Members of the Dark Souls community frequently call Therblades Sellsword Sellsword Winbledes and for good
reason. These weapons have fantastic scaling with Dexterity when infused with Sharp and have safe combos. An A rating in Dexterity is not the best, but it's certainly great for a weapon like this. Sellsword Twinblades attacks with quick strikes, even with its heavy attacks. Players can chain two lights and a heavy attack together for a safe combo that breaks
the balance of most PvE monsters. It's fantastic in PvP, too, although there are better options for fighting with other players. For PvE, though, you can't beat this weapon's output damage and ease of use. 1 Crow Quills And one of these best options for PvP is Crow Quills. Nothing is more frustrating than having this weapon you pelt with illusionous quills
before being hit with a devastating counterattack. If you haven't figured it out, this weapon associates a push gun with some kind of claw. The damage with this weapon is quite large due to its phenomenal S scaling in Dex while sharp. With a pure Dex version, Crow Quills are the most harmful weapons in the game. Their art of weapons is a pain to deal with,
pressuring opponents with light-damage quills fired into the air. If that wasn't enough, these weapons have a massive damage bonus when used in retaliation or attacks on the bottom, rivaling all but daggers in critical damage. Pair this with a hornet ring and you can one-shot most low-vitality characters. This is hands down the best PvP dexterity weapon in
Dark Souls 3. NEXT: Ranked: 10 Most Powerful Weapons in Dark Souls 3 Next Assassin's Creed: game, Ranked how long it takes them to beat related topics about author Charles Burgar (187 Articles published) More from Charles Burgar Burgar Burgar
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